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Abstract

Dexmedetomidine hydrochloride (Precedex®) is a potent
and highly selective central alpha(2)-adrenoreceptor agonist,
has sedative, analgesic and anxiolytic properties without
respiratory depression. It is used mainly to provide sedation
without causing respiratory distress or hemodynamic
instability in the intensive care unit. Other uses include
providing conscious sedation during awake fibroptic
intubation and other procedures required monitored care
anesthesia.
I report a case here with unusual profound and prolonged
sedative, hypnotic and analgesic effect of Dexmedetomidine
administrated to facilitate awake fibroptic intubation in a
patient with brain injury on intrathecal baclofen infusion
(1.59 mg/day) for severe spasticity. This patient is a 45 yearold female (weight 70 kg) with history of brain injury and
significant spaciticity, who underwent a Baclofen interthecal
pump replacement. Her list of medications includes
Pergolide, Trihexyphenidyl, Amitriptyline, Nitrofurantoin,
Levaquin, Hormonal patch, Ciprofloxacin,
Oxcodone/Acetaminphen (5/325 mg)-last dose was in the
morning of the procedure. Patient was awake and alert. In
preparation for awake fibroptic intubation, Glycopyrrolate
0.1 mg IV was administered and supplemental oxygen was
applied. She received initial dose (1 mcg/kg) of
Dexmedetomidine (diluted solution of 4 mcg/ml) over 10
minutes into an “infiltrated” IV access, another similar dose
was infused into a good newly-established IV access,
because of minimal response to the first dose, followed by a
maintenance infusion 0.7 mcg/kg/hr (almost 15 minutes)
during the intubation. She received no other sedatives before
intubation. Few minutes after the second dose, patient was
unresponsive. Her vitals signs were stable and she continued
to breathe spontaneously. She had no or minimal gag reflex

to an oral airway placed to assist in oral fiboptic intubation.
Her intubation was quick and easy. During the case,
anesthesia was maintained on 2 % Sevoflurane. No other
anesthetics or muscle relaxants were used during the case.
She showed minimal hemodynamic response to her right
lateral positioning and to the surgical incision. The duration
of the procedure was almost 1.5 hours. At the end of the
case, Sevoflurane was turned off almost 25 minutes. Patient
was breathing spontaneously, however, she was
unresponsive. She had minimal gag reflex to throat
suctioning. She was transferred to the recovery room on Tpiece. Her responsiveness and reflexes began to improve
slowly. The trachea was extubated after 40-50 minutes of her
stay in the recovery room.
It is not clear why this patient responded to
Dexmedetomidinin this way. Is it related to her brain injury,
delayed response to the initial “subcutaneous” injection,
interaction with her medications or pure response to
Dexmedetomidin itself? Therefore it is recommended to be
more cautious during Dexmedetomidinin administration to
patient with compromised CNS function or taking drugs
affecting the CNS.
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